Gamma oscillations underlying the visual motion aftereffect
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After having been exposed to strong visual motion in one direction, a subsequently presented stationary visual scene seems to move in the opposite direction. This motion aftereffect (MAE) is usually ascribed to short-term functional changes in cortical areas involved in visual motion analysis akin to adaptation. Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we show increased global field activity due to the MAE which could mostly be explained by a dipole located near the putative location of human area MT+. We further demonstrate that the induced MAE is accompanied by a significant increase in gamma-band activity (GBA) recorded from parietooccipital cortex contralateral to the visual motion stimulus. This gamma oscillation most likely reflects an increase in neuronal response coherence due to decreased inhibition of a group of neurons with similar preferred direction, namely the direction opposite to the adapted one. A second focal GBA response was picked up by the most posterior sensors ipsilateral to the side of the stimulus, reflecting the size of the MAE, whose source could not be reliably located.
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Introduction

Since the report of high frequency oscillation in the octopus retina (Fröhlich, 1913) a lot of work has been conducted in an attempt to unravel the neuronal basis and the functional role of the so called gamma oscillations. Besides the differentiation in at least three different types, i.e., evoked (phase locked), induced (non-phase locked) and baseline gamma activity (for a review see Bertrand and Tallon-Baudry, 2000; Müller et al., 2000) several hypothesis have tried to explain its functionality. One influential idea has been the suggestion that the synchronization of regional gamma oscillations may underlie the formation of a coherent percept, based on elementary stimulus features, assumed to be represented in distinct cortical areas, thereby needed to be bound (the “binding problem”, see Singer, 1999; Gray, 1999 for review).

Increasing evidence indeed suggests that neuronal gamma-band (40–100 Hz) synchronization is a fundamental process involved in several important brain functions, including visual feature binding (Eckhorn et al., 1998; Gray and Singer, 1989; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997; Lutzenberger et al., 1995; Freunberger et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2004; Herrmann et al., 1999; Müller et al., 1996; Krishnan et al., 2005), bistable percept (Rodriguez et al., 1999; Lachaux et al., 2005; Keil et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2000; Basar-Eroglu et al., 1996), attentional stimulus selection (Lakatos et al., 2004; Fried et al., 2001; Sokolov et al., 1999; Gruber et al., 1999; Tallon-Baudry et al., 2005), working memory (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1998; Lutzenberger et al., 2002) and associative learning (Müller et al., 1999). For overview see Tallon-Baudry (2003), Basar-Eroglu et al. (1996), Engel and Singer (2001), Kaiser and Lutzenberger (2004) and Kahana (2006).

Up to now, the involvement of gamma oscillations in visual perception has, with two exceptions, been explored in humans by using stimuli in which changes of stimulus features underlie changes in perception. Only two groups used perceptually ambiguous stimuli. Besides an early study, which revealed increased gamma-band activity (GBA) selectively during the reversal of an ambiguous motion percept over the whole cortex (Basar-Eroglu et al., 1996), a later study could show that horizontal motion involving perceived movement from the left to the right visual hemifield induced synchronization between occipital sensors lying over the left and right hemisphere. This synchronization was not observed if the ambiguous motion was observed as moving vertically in only one hemifield (Rose and Büchel, 2005). However, both groups compared two different but equally valid perceptual states rather than a state characterized by the presence of a percept vs. a state in which the same percept was absent, although the visual stimulus was still available. We therefore asked if we could detect a difference in GBA for a situation in which a percept was present or absent independent of the visual input. To this end we used the motion aftereffect (MAE) which describes illusory
motion perception due to prolonged exposure to strong visual motion in one direction. A second important question we wanted to answer was if GBA representing perceptual states would be visible over the sites of primary visual processing or rather at a higher level.

Efforts to locate the structural and the physiological basis of the MAE as yet have relied on single-unit recordings from the visual cortex of monkeys (Petersen et al., 1985; Kohn and Movshon, 2003) and fMRI (Tootell et al., 1995; He et al., 1998; Culham et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2000) and PET (Hautzel et al., 2001) studies of the human brain, jointly singling out area MT and neighboring cortex as the major substrate of the MAE. Additional evidence for a role of human MT+ comes from studies using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) which could show that TMS of human MT+ disrupted the perception of the MAE (Théoret et al., 2002).

In an attempt to capture high frequency oscillations possibly underlying the MAE we used magnetoencephalography (MEG). We found increased GBA over parietooccipital sensors and an increased strength in dipoles located near the putative location of human area MT+ for the MAE compared to the no-MAE condition. An additional focus of GBA whose signal amplitude correlated with the size of the MAE could not be located to a specific region. Possible sources of this second focus will be discussed.

Methods

Subjects

Eight subjects (two females, mean age 28.0 years) in experiment 1 and 9 subjects in experiment 2 (four females, mean age 28.0 years) gave their informed and written consent to participate in the study after having the experimental protocol explained to them. All of the subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision, were right-handed and had no history of neurological disease. The experimental protocol of the study had been approved by the ethics committee of the Tübingen Medical Faculty.

Stimuli

Stimuli were rear projected onto a large translucent screen (DLP Projector, frame rate 60 Hz, 800 × 600 pixel) positioned at a viewing distance of 92 cm in a magnetically shielded room. Viewing was binocular.

A red spot (diameter 10 min of arc), presented in the middle of the screen, served as a gaze fixation target during the whole trial. The visual motion stimuli were projected unilaterally into the right (experiment 1) and the left (experiment 2) visual hemifield, respectively, at an eccentricity of 12.5° (fixation spot to middle of the motion stimulus) on the horizontal meridian. Stimuli subtended a visual angle of 9 × 9° and consisted of 300 white dots (diameter: 15 arc min; luminance: 65 cd/m2; individual lifetime: 200 ms) which were randomly plotted on a dark background. Dots that left the stimulus aperture were re-plotted in randomly chosen positions within the aperture. Each experimental trial (see Fig. 1) began with a blank interval (duration 0.5 s), in which only the central fixation spot was visible. This interval was followed by a priming phase lasting 5.0 s during which a random dot pattern (RDP) was presented (Fig. 1). Different for two conditions applied, the 300 dot elements would either move coherently downward (MAE condition) or would move in individually varying directions (motion-balanced) drawn from a distribution of directions spanning 360° (no-MAE condition). After a subsequent second blank interval (0.4 s) the test phase (duration: 0.5 s) started. In this test phase, again an RDP was presented in which the dots moved in individually varying directions as described for the priming phase of the no-MAE condition. When presented in isolation, this motion-balanced RDP lacked global motion and appeared as a flickering, globally stationary pattern. However, when preceded by

Fig. 1. Experimental paradigm. Sequence of events in an experimental trial. The random dot pattern (RDP) was presented always right of the fixation spot in experiment 1 and left of the fixation spot in experiment 2. Dashed lines indicate the time of presentation of the RDP. In the priming phase, downward moving coherent RDP was presented in the MAE condition, whereas, alternatively, a motion-balanced RDP in which dots moved in random directions was used in the no-MAE condition. In the subsequent test phase, an RDP was presented in both conditions, in which the individual dots moved in random directions. Whereas in MEG trials the net motion was balanced, in psychophysical trials (not shown here) a vertical motion component of varying size was added in order to titrate the size of the MAE. Subjects reported the perceived direction (up- or downward) of the global motion of the RDP in the test phase by lifting the middle finger (motion upward) or the index finger (motion downward) of their right hand (two-alternative choice).
a coherent RDP as in the MAE condition it seemed to move upward, i.e., in a direction opposite to that of the priming stimulus due to the motion aftereffect induced. At the end of each trial, subjects were required to indicate their perceived direction of global motion of the second RDP by lifting their index finger (perception of downward motion) or middle finger (perception of upward motion) of their right hand (experiment 1 and 2). Trials with coherent and incoherent visual motion during the priming phase (MAE versus no-MAE condition) were presented in two subsequent blocks. The sequence of these two blocks was pseudo-randomized across subjects.

Trials as described so far were shown in 75% of all presentations and were termed MEG trials because only they contributed to the MEG records. In the remaining 25% of trials, called psychophysical trials, there was a change in the stimulus concerning its test phase. In the MEG trials the test phase lacked coherent motion as described above. However, in the psychophysical trials the motion-balanced RDP underlying the test phase stimuli was biased by introducing a constant amount of vertical motion added vectorially to all dot elements. The movement of each individual dot was given by summing the vertical bias vector, which was the same for all dots, and the individual dot velocity vector underlying the unbiased motion-balanced RDP. If the size of the biased motion vector corresponded to the size of the oppositely directed MAE, the physical motion and the illusory motion annihilated each other, rendering the biased motion-balanced RDP perceptually stationary. In order to determine the size of the vertical (downward) motion bias needed to render the stimulus stationary (velocity of subjective stationarity), its size was varied from psychophysical trial to psychophysical trial by a PEST staircase procedure (Taylor and Creelman, 1967; Lieberman and Pentland, 1982). The velocity of subjective stationarity at which responses obtained for psychophysical trials. The bias motion vector at the velocity of subjective stationarity is equal in size but opposite in direction to the MAE and may therefore serve as an operational measure of the MAE. Given the fact that the psychophysical trials were presented randomly interleaved with the MEG trials, we assumed that this measure of the MAE based on psychophysical trials was representative of the MAE in MEG trials as well. We felt that titrating the size of the MAE, prompted by the presentation of the incoherently moving dots quantitatively in this way, was preferable to asking subjects simply whether an MAE is present or absent when viewing a stationary test pattern and to measuring the duration of the percept as has been custom in previous studies (e.g. Culham et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2000; Hautzel et al., 2001).

A full block of trials comprised 120 MEG trials, independent of the actual number of psychophysical trials, of either the MAE or no-MAE condition.

### Recording of eye movements

Subjects were instructed to fixate the central fixation spot as accurately as possible while avoiding head movements. Head movements were further reduced by employing a bite bar, attached to the MEG chair. During all experiments, eye movements were monitored using a 50 Hz home made video based eyetracker. The means of eye velocity and the frequency of saccades during background presentation were calculated offline for each individual subject for the different classes of trials. Only trials accompanied by fixation within a 3° fixation window were accepted for further analysis.

### MEG recordings

MEG was recorded using a whole-head system (CTF Inc., Vancouver, Canada) comprising 151 first-order magnetic gradiometers. The signals were sampled at a rate of 625 Hz with a 200 Hz anti-aliasing filter. The MEG records were resampled offline to 312.5 Hz. One of the sensors located over the left frontal cortex (LF13) had to be excluded from later analysis because of a technical dysfunction during recordings (first experiment). In a second experiment two sensors (LT15, RP11) had to be excluded. Fixation point onset at the beginning of each trial started the sampling. The total sampling epoch per trial was 6400 ms and lasted up to the end of the test phase. Subjects’ head position was monitored using a set of three magnetic head localization coils attached to the nasion and two preauricular reference points. Head position measurements were conducted at the beginning and at the end of each experimental block (120 MEG trials) in order to verify the stability of head orientation.

### Analysis of neuromagnetic activity

To investigate the spectral, temporal and spatial aspects of the MEG activity associated with the percept of MAE, the following approaches were used.

#### Analysis of the global field power

In a first attempt to search for MEG activity reflecting the MAE, we analyzed the global field power (GFP). In order to obtain the GFP, the MEG recordings were first of all baseline corrected with respect to an interval ranging from −100 to 0 ms before test phase onset which corresponds to the 100 ms blank period between priming phase and test phase. The recordings were then digitally low-pass filtered at 40 Hz and averaged over trials for the two conditions (i.e., MAE and no-MAE) and each subject. Based on these averages, the global field power was calculated for the MAE and no-MAE condition as the root of the mean squared magnetic fields (RMS) of all sensors for each sample and for each subject.

#### Dipole analysis

An equivalent current dipole (ECD) model was calculated using the averaged magnetic field independent of the condition for each subject separately over the first 250 ms of the test phase of the trial. A representative individual spherical head model was used and the corresponding ECDs were determined by a least-square minimization procedure based on running standard BESA and CTF software. For each subject the individual dipole positions were mapped into the Talairach stereotactic standard space. In a second step neuromagnetic activity averaged separately over the two conditions (MAE and no-MAE) was modeled using the previously obtained dipole locations. Dipoles were determined as previously described but in order to elucidate the temporal dynamic, dipole strength was extracted for the whole time period of the test phase. ECD moments obtained for the two conditions were then subtracted and time periods in which the difference exceeded the baseline noise level (3 times STD)
calculated at the 50 ms pre-stimulus interval were identified. In addition a regression was calculated between the difference of the mean dipole moment of the first 250 ms of the test phase for the MAE and the no-MAE condition and the difference of the percept in the two conditions. This regression was carried out separately for the two dipoles considered and showed no significant effect \( (p > 0.05) \).

**Spectral analysis**

Spectral analysis was carried out in order to identify high frequency oscillations (40–100 Hz) connected to the MAE.

To this end, the MEG signals recorded during the test phase were analyzed on a single trial basis. Selecting this time window of 500 ms resulted in 156 samples (sampling rate 312.5 Hz), which were zero-padded to obtain 256 points. To these data points a Welch window was applied and a Fast Fourier transformation (frequency resolution: 1.221 Hz) was conducted. The square roots of the obtained power values were then averaged across trials for each frequency bin, sensor, experimental condition and subject. Differences in power between the MAE and no-MAE condition were assessed for each sensor and each frequency bin (within a range from 40 Hz to 100 Hz) by applying a \( t \)-test. In order to correct for multiple comparison, a statistical sensor analysis (SSA) was performed, as described in detail further below.

We not only wanted to analyze the group differences between conditions but also if the percept of the MAE would be reflected in the MEG signal. We therefore searched for significant linear correlations between the perceptual differences between the MAE and the no-MAE condition of the individuals and the corresponding individual differences in spectral power for each sensor and for each frequency bin. The correlation coefficients obtained from linear regressions were transformed to \( t \)-values and their significance was tested again by the statistical sensor analysis conducted as follows.

**Statistical sensor analysis**

Statistical sensor analysis (SSA) was based on randomization tests (Blair and Kaminski, 1993; Noreen, 1989; Kaiser et al., 2006) and included corrections both for multiple comparisons and for possible correlations between data from neighboring frequency bins and sensors. In general, permutation analysis estimates the significance of actual test values by applying the identical tests to simulated data, obtained by permutation of the actual observations. The significance criterion is estimated on the basis of the permuted data in such a manner that the critical test value is the one for which 5% of the test values are greater. If the test value of the original data lies above this critical test value the statistical test is considered significant. One concern, however, was that differences between conditions restricted to one sensor or one frequency bin only are taken as significant even though such events are extremely unlikely, especially as we take quite small frequency bins into account (1.2 Hz). To exclude this possibility, we additionally further demanded that always two neighboring frequency bins or sensors had to show a significant effect. To this end we used a slightly altered method as has been described previously by Lutzenberger et al. in 2002. To demand two neighboring events to be significant at the same time is a quite common approach (e.g. Fell et al., 2001; Trautner et al., 2006).

In a first step, test-specific statistics (i.e., \( t \)-test or linear correlation, respectively) were evaluated for each sensor (total=150 sensors) and each frequency bin (width 1.221 Hz, band of 40–100 Hz, total=48) resulting in a first distribution of test values. To ensure that tests for two neighboring frequency bins and sensors were significant, a new distribution of minimal test values was determined for all pairs of neighboring frequency bins and sensors by taking only the smaller one of the neighbors into account. Now \( P_{0.05} \) was determined as the p-value corresponding to the test value from the new distribution for which 5% of the observed minimal test values were greater. In the case of highly correlated data, \( P_{0.05} \) would be \(<0.05\), whereas for highly independent data, \( P_{0.05} \) would be \( >0.05 \) (Kaiser et al., 2000; Lutzenberger et al., 2002).

In a second step, the corresponding distribution of maximal test values was calculated for the permuted data sets, taking only the larger test value of all pairs of neighboring frequency bins and sensors into account. Based on this distribution the critical test value \( t_{crit} \) was defined as the test value where \( P_{0.05} \times \text{number of permutations} < \text{minimal test values} \) were greater. The obtained critical \( t \)-value \( t_{crit} \) was then applied as criterion of significance to the observed original data (Lutzenberger et al., 2002).

Permutations were conducted as follows. For the group statistics (\( t \)-test), data from all sensors and frequency bins were exchanged between the two experimental conditions (MAE and no-MAE conditions) for one or several subjects chosen by chance (number of permutations= \( 2^n \); with \( n=8 \) for experiment 1; \( n=9 \) for experiment 2). For the correlation analysis data from all sensors and all frequency bins were permuted across individuals resulting in a new pairing between perceptual data (difference in MAE between conditions) and brain activity (difference in spectral amplitude between conditions). The number of permutations made in that way was 8000; each of those was randomly selected out of \( n! \) \( (n=\text{number of subjects}) \) its possible number.

**Time course analysis**

Having identified those MEG signals showing a significant effect in the group and correlation analysis we tried to capture the time course of these. To this end, the signal at the time of interest (test phase) was padded to 312 samples by mirroring the first 16 samples of the signal to the temporal interval prior to the signal and the final 16 samples of the signal were mirrored to the temporal interval subsequent to the signal. The mirrored portions now were multiplied with cosine windows, centered either on the first sample of the signal (for the first padded portion) or centered on the last sample (for the final padded portion). The so treated signal was now bandpass filtered using a Gaussian curve-shaped Gabor filter (width: 2.5 Hz) centered on the frequency range for which the preceding analysis had yielded significant effects. The filtered data were now amplitude-demodulated by means of a Hilbert transformation (Clochon et al., 1996). The resulting representation of the time course of the amplitude in the filtered frequency band was used to investigate the time course of the previously found effects, i.e., group differences between conditions and the correlation of the spectral amplitude with the MAE of the individual subject, respectively. For the first mentioned, the amplitude values, averaged across trials in each subject, were compared between conditions for every point in time using a running \( t \)-test. For the second effect mentioned, a correlation between the difference in perceived MAE and the difference in spectral amplitude between the two conditions was evaluated over the subjects for each time point by a running linear regression. SSA was used as described above to test for significance taking the correlation between consecutive time points into account.
Results

For the eight subjects participating in experiment 1, the mean MAE in the MAE condition amounted to 2.9°/s (Fig. 2A), i.e., corresponding to the perception of upward motion while watching the motion balanced RDP. Surprisingly, the mean measured MAE in the absence of a priming stimulus deviated significantly from zero as well (1.6°/s). A psychophysically measured MAE in the absence of induced motion is likely to reflect a response bias for upward motion. Hence, it is the significant increase in the size of the mean MAE by 1.3°/s (one-sided paired t-test, \( p < 0.0001 \)) obtained for the MAE condition compared to the no-MAE condition that reflects the true size of the MAE. Importantly, this perceptual difference was not paralleled by any differences in the quality of fixation as indicated by the fact that the residual eye velocities were the same during the presentation of the test stimulus in the two conditions (running paired t-tests, for all samples of the test phase; \( p > 0.05 \)). Moreover, we did not find a significant correlation between the individual differences in the size of the MAE in the two conditions and the individual quality of fixation as assessed by calculating the difference in mean retinal image velocity between conditions (\( p > 0.05 \)).

In order to determine those MEG components which differed significantly between the two conditions (MAE versus no-MAE) during the presentation of the MEG stimulus we first looked at the global field power (GFP). The upper 3 panels of Fig. 3A show the group averages of evoked neuromagnetic responses (8 subjects, 150 sensors overlaid) as a function of time for the two conditions and their difference. Time during the presentation of RDP in the test phase of the trial (500 ms, gray area) is shown as well as 50 ms prior to its onset. The lower panel depicts the mean global field power signals, i.e., the root mean squared neuromagnetic responses across all channels, averaged over all subjects for the MAE (black) and the no-MAE condition (gray). The first time period in which the difference between the two conditions surpassed the noise level by at least 3 STD is marked by broken lines (140–200 ms after stimulus onset). During this time the global field power was increased for the MAE condition. In order to localize this effect, we fitted ECDs to the magnetic field across the normative brain (L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior). Open circles show the dipole positions, one lying at the occipital pole presumably in area V1 (upper panel, mean Talairach coordinates: \( x = -4.07 \pm 10.38 \); \( y = -75.16 \pm 12.86 \); \( z = -6.13 \pm 17.03 \)), the second one lying in the lateral hemisphere contralateral to the side of visual stimulation (mean Talairach coordinates: \( x = -31.74 \pm 10.98 \); \( y = -63.08 \pm 13.97 \); \( z = 24.88 \pm 16.59 \)), in a region most probably comprising area MT+. The lower part of Fig. 3B plots the group mean dipole moment as function of time for the two dipoles considered, separately for the two perceptual conditions. The upper lineplot (1) depicts the moments of the occipital dipole with the gray line representing trials of the no-MAE condition and black lines of the MAE condition. One can see that there is no significant difference (as defined by exceeding 3 STD of the difference measured during the 50 ms pre-stimulus time period) for the occipital dipole between MAE and no-MAE condition. However, the parietooccipital dipole depicted in the lower lineplot (2) of Fig. 3B (with identical convention) shows a significant difference for the time period between 144 and 166 ms demarcated by the two black dotted lines. Within this period of time, the dipole moment is larger for the MAE condition than for the no-MAE condition.

Using statistical sensor analysis (SSA; see Methods), we tried to determine those MEG sensors which picked up gamma-band activity (GBA) differing significantly for the group of subjects between the two conditions (MAE versus no-MAE) during the presentation of the MEG stimulus. SSA revealed an increase in GBA in the MAE condition relative to the no-MAE condition for sensors lying above left lateral parietal cortex (LLPC), i.e., contralateral to the side of the visual field stimulated. As can be drawn from Fig. 4A, which depicts the \( p \)-values of this group difference for all sensors, this effect reached the level of statistical significance (\( p < 0.05 \) after correction for multiple comparison) in one sensor located immediately adjacent to the intraparietal sulcus (sensor LP23). This increase in GBA activation was confined to a narrow frequency band of 70–71 Hz (Fig. 4B). In a second step, we correlated individual differences in the size of the MAE between the two conditions with the individual differences in spectral power variance. Dipole locations modeling the magnetic field across the period of interest (first 250 ms of the RDP presentation) as calculated for both conditions are shown in Fig. 3B plotted onto a normalized brain (L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior).
for each sensor and each frequency in the range of 40 to 100 Hz. As shown in Fig. 4C, the sensors that showed a linear correlation between the individual amount of change in motion perception and the individual difference in spectral power were clustered over the most inferior and posterior parts of the brain located ipsilateral to the visual field stimulated. Again, this main effect was confined to a narrow band of GBA (93–94 Hz; Fig. 4D) and survived correction for multiple comparisons in one of the sensors (sensor R041). For this sensor the linear correlation between the change in motion perception and change in spectral power was rather striking as reflected by a correlation coefficient \( r \) of \(-0.965\) (Fig. 4F).

The possible concern that amplitude differences were caused by individual differences in head size, location or any kind of head or neck movements can be dispelled by the fact that such changes must be expected in a quite broad frequency band. However, the effect described above as well as those that will be described below is restricted to a very narrow frequency band (see again Figs. 4B and D).

Next, in order to assess the time course of MAE associated neuromagnetic activity in the parietal sensors, we calculated the probability of finding higher GBA in the MAE condition as compared to the no-MAE condition in the frequency range of 70±2.5 Hz for all time bins of 3.2 ms duration during the presentation of the MEG stimulus. The analysis was confined to the sensor above the LLPC and had demonstrated significantly higher GBA for the MAE (marked in Fig. 4A), when the test phase as a whole had been considered. By the same token, in order to describe the time course of the percept-related neuromagnetic activity seen by the right posterior inferior sensor, we calculated the probability of the correlation between the percept and the spectral power for all time bins of 3.2 ms during the presentation of the MEG stimulus. The analysis was confined to the frequency range of (93–94, which had yielded a significant correlation between percept and oscillatory activity as calculated for the overall test phase. Fig. 4E compares the probabilities of the statistical measures for the LLPC and the right posterior sensor as a function of time. Both LLPC and right posterior sensor related \( p \)-values reached their respective maxima around 230 ms after the onset of the MEG stimulus. Actually, the correlation for the right posterior sensor (Fig. 4E) started to become significant even before the onset of the test stimulus (80 ms before stimulus onset, \( p<0.05 \) corrected for multiple comparisons).

The validity of the findings obtained in this first experiment was tested by running a second experiment, based on nine subjects. In this second experiment all visual stimuli were flipped to the opposite side of the visual field without changing any other feature of the first experiment. In this second experiment, the mean difference of the
MAE between the two conditions amounted to 3.8°/s (Fig. 2B). The overall pattern of neuromagnetic responses obtained in this second experiment was similar to the one obtained in experiment 1. The main difference was that all responses changed sides.

As in experiment 1, the GFP showed a first significant increase (3 STD above noise level, marked with broken lines) in activity elicited by the MAE compared to the no-MAE condition, however, shorter in duration and at a slightly later latency (196–212 ms) as in experiment 1 (see Fig. 5A, lower panel). The upper 3 panels of Fig. 5A show the group averages of evoked neuromagnetic responses (9 subjects, 149 sensors overlaid) as a function of time for two conditions and their difference. ECDs were fitted to the magnetic field as described in the Methods section (5 subjects with a mean explained variance of 59±13.5%) and dipole locations (open circles) are shown in Fig. 5B plotted onto a normalized brain (L: left; R: right; A: anterior; P: posterior). As in experiment 1, we found one dipole lying at the occipital pole, presumably in area V1 (upper panel, mean Talairach coordinates: x = −1.3 ±21.45; y = −95.49 ±20.35; z = −2.95 ±17.08) and a second dipole, contralateral to the visually stimulated side, more lateral (mean Talairach coordinates: x = −33.93 ±9.53; y = −59.04 ±15.45; z = 15.8 ±16.35) close to the putative location of area MT+. The group mean dipole moments are plotted as functions of time separately for the two conditions (MAE=black and no-MAE=gray) in Fig. 5B (2 lowest panels). The upper line plot (1) depicts dipole moments for the occipital dipole. It exhibits no significant difference between conditions (as defined by exceeding 3 STD of the difference measured during the 50 ms pre-stimulus time period). However, the moment of the second, temporooccipital dipole, depicted in the lower line plot of Fig. 5B, showed a significantly increased strength for the MAE condition for a short time period between 200 and 212 ms (demarcated by broken lines). However, these results are based only on those subjects whose magnetic fields could be fitted adequately with a two-dipole model (five out of nine), for four subjects no model could be fitted due to too large noise in the data.

Results of experiment 2 were also in good agreement with those obtained from experiment 1 regarding the GBA responses, which similar to the dipole patterns described before were characterized by a change in side. The significant increase in GBA activity on the group level for the MAE condition was now confined to the right lateral parietal cortex (p<0.05 corrected, Fig. 6A) in a similar frequency range (Fig. 6B, 75–76 Hz). A significant correlation (r = −0.880, p<0.05 corrected, frequency band 95–96 Hz) with the size of the MAE was now found for a sensor lying above the left hemisphere (Fig. 6C). Although these two effects were not observed for clusters of sensors such as in experiment 1, the location of sensors showing the statistically significant effects was almost identical for the two experiments. Specifically, the aforementioned
increase in GBA during viewing of the MAE was associated with the right-sided sensor RP33, mirroring the left-sided LP33—the caudal neighbor of the left LP23—where the GBA increase had been revealed in experiment 1. The significant correlation of the GBA with the perceptual MAE, as depicted in Fig. 6F, was observed for the left posterior sensor (LT44) located a bit more rostral with respect to its contralateral analogue (RO41) that had shown a significant correlation with the MAE in experiment 1. Also, the frequency range of this effect was very similar (Fig. 6D, 95–96 Hz) compared to experiment 1. Again, we analyzed the time course of the MAE-associated effects by calculating the probability of the MAE associated difference in GBA for the parietal sensor and the probability of the correlation between the perceptual MAE and the spectral power for the ipsilateral sensor. As shown in Fig. 6E, the probability of the statistical measures for both sensors reached their maximum around 200 ms after the onset of the MEG stimulus, without, however, deviating from baseline before stimulus onset.

We did not find a significant correlation between the individual differences in spectral power of the GBA picked up by the posterior inferior sensor (experiment 1: RO41, experiment 2: LT44) and the quality of fixation as assessed by the difference in mean retinal image velocity in the two conditions, neither for experiment 1 nor for experiment 2.

Finally, we add that we tried to delineate the underlying sources of the two MAE related gamma-band responses by means of synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM; Robinson and Vrba, 1999). Comparing the GBA elicited by the two conditions for all subjects by considering only the relevant frequency band and all sensors during 200–400 ms after test phase onset we failed to produce a consistent localization. This, however, may not be surprising in view of the tininess of the signals at stake.

Discussion

We used magnetoencephalography (MEG) in order to track down the neuronal circuits underlying the generation of the motion aftereffect (MAE), the illusion of visual motion associated with a stationary scene, induced by prolonged exposure to a preceding motion stimulus (Purkinje, 1825; Wohlgemuth, 1911). We observed an electrophysiological signature of the MAE in the form of increased global field power. The magnetic field distribution associated with the paradigm could be explained reasonably well by assuming two equivalent current dipole sources, a midline...
source in primary visual cortex and a second, lateral source in parietooccipital cortex close to the location of human area MT+. Only the latter exhibited a significant difference between the MAE and the no-MAE condition, whereas the moment of the V1 dipole did not show a change in its strength between the two conditions. Whereas many studies showed a change in the well known motion induced evoked potentials (motion onset responses), namely an increase in the positive P1 over the occipitotemporal area and a reduction of the negative N200 after motion adaptation (for overview see Mather et al., 1998) there are few electrophysiological studies which actually explore the time during the illusory motion perception. Some groups reported an amplitude increase in the negative N200 component as answer to motion onset after long adaptation (motion presentation) compared to short adaptation (Niedeggen and Wist, 1992) whereas others reported a decrease in the N200 amplitude in the maximally compared to the minimally adapted condition (Hoffmann et al., 1999). Also a positive component has been reported to exclusively change due to adaptation namely to increase in amplitude 160 ms after test stimulus onset (Kobayashi et al., 2002). The only previous electrophysiological investigation offering a more or less exact cortical basis of the MAE in humans has been contributed by Usisitalo and colleagues (1997). In this study, subjects were exposed to a rotating or stationary central stimulus respectively for 1 s, succeeded by a blank period of 2 s duration in which only a fixation spot was visible. In 4 of the 7 subjects, sustained magnetic activity, on average arising 200–500 ms after offset of the adapting stimulus, was significantly smaller if instead of the rotating stimulus a stationary stimulus had been presented. Resorting to a multi-dipole model the authors could localize a dipole between the occipital and temporal lobe, partly explaining this difference in sustained activity (80–800 ms) in 1 subject (Usisitalo et al., 1997). A major limitation of this study was the lack of a direct measurement of motion perception due to adaptation on a trial to trial basis. Largely qualitative information on the absence or presence of an MAE was based on verbal reports subjects provided after the experiment. A second, quite recent study investigating the velocity aftereffect reported decreased response amplitudes to motion stimuli in the direction of a previously shown adaptation stimulus compared to the response to motion stimuli in the direction opposite to the adapted one. This change in response was observed 200–300 ms after test stimulus onset and was located mainly in the tempororooccipital area (Amano et al., 2005).

Our consistent demonstration of a later, parietooccipital dipole specifically related to the occurrence of an MAE, quantitatively demonstrated with state-of-the-art psychophysical techniques supports and extends these earlier observations, suggesting a role of area MT+ in the generation of an MAE. The fact that the latency as well as the localization of the parietooccipital dipole deviated slightly in our second study, in which the visual stimuli had been moved to the other side, is most probably a consequence of the much higher noise level in this experiment compared to experiment 1. These two MEG studies, the one by Usisitalo and the one at hand, suggesting differential roles of early and later parts of visual cortex in the generation of the MAE, are fully compatible with the results obtained by recent TMS and fMRI studies. As described in the Introduction, both approaches have singled out the MT+ complex as connected to the MAE in man. On the other hand,
The second electrophysiological signature of the MAE in this study was oscillatory activity in the gamma-band range. In our study induced gamma-band activity (GBA) reflecting the MAE was observed in channels over two locations. In general a significant change in GBA observed in a single sensor only might at first sight seem implausible since one source evokes a dipole structured magnetic pattern. However single sensors are often observed to be significant (Kaiser et al., 2000, 200; Lutzenberger et al., 2002) and Kaiser and colleagues offer a nice explanation. They argue that a singular GBA can be explained by assuming a more complicated underlying source structure and executing simulations they could show that quadrupoles and even more octopoles or circular currents yield a strong maximum between the sources but considerably weaker minima on the outside. It is very likely that only these maxima reach statistical significance. Importantly this model would also imply that the sources are located close to the area below the sensor with the highest GBA (Kaiser et al., 2000).

The first sensor that showed a relation between GBA and MAE was found over parietooccipital cortex contralateral to the side of the visual field stimulated, a location which is in principle compatible with a source in dorsal extrastriate cortex, although all efforts failed to accurately localize the source. GBA was observed during the period of time in which an incoherent random dot pattern (RDP) was present but perceived as moving due to preceding adaptation. Importantly, the strength of gamma oscillations in the parietooccipital location, most probably reflecting processing in underlying cortex, was not related to the size of the MAE measured in the individual subject.

In order to come up with an interpretation of the emergence of parietooccipital gamma oscillations during the emergence of an MAE, but not quantitatively related to its size, it is pertinent to consider previous observations and thoughts on the possible neuronal basis of the MAE. It has been suggested by Mather et al. (1998) that exposure to a strong motion stimulus not only leads to a decrease in the activity of neurons with a preferred direction matching the direction of the adapting stimulus but also to an increase in the complementary pool of neurons, sharing a preferred direction opposite to the adapted one. This latter increase is thought to be a consequence of reduced inhibition from the former pool of neurons and both changes, the decrease of firing in the adapted pool and the increased firing in the complementary pool, are thought to take part in the formation of the MAE (see Mather and Harris, 1998). The fact that neurons in monkey area MT indeed show a reduced responsiveness after adaptation in the preferred direction, however, an enhancement after adaptation in the null direction, is in full support of this view (Kohn and Movshon, 2003; Petersen et al., 1985). Hence, the formation of an MAE is accompanied by an increase in the firing of a group of neurons sharing a certain preferred direction, similar to the increase in firing resulting from an increase in motion coherence in standard random dot pattern (Britten et al., 1992; Newsome et al., 1989; Britten et al., 1996). Interestingly, in humans GBA has been found to correlate positively with increasing motion coherence in RDPs (Siegel et al., 2006) at a very similar sensor distribution as our parietooccipital gamma focus. Hence, increasing motion coherence enhances the spiking rates of MT neurons and in humans, increasing motion coherence is associated with increases in GBA. The tentative conclusion to be drawn from these observations then might be that any condition leading to the selective activation of neurons sharing the same trigger feature will lead to increases in spiking activity as well as the formation of GBA, of course suggesting a common mechanistic basis of the two. Actually, synchronous oscillations, most likely underlying the extracortical electromagnetic field oscillations detected by MEG, are known to occur more frequently between neurons sharing the same preferences. For instance, V1 neurons with similar preferred stimulus features show synchronous firing in the gamma range when activated jointly by a preferred stimulus in cat (Eckhorn et al., 1998; Gray and Singer, 1989; Freiwald et al., 1995) and monkey (Ts’o et al., 1986; Livingstone, 1996). In monkeys, it could, moreover, be shown that the neuronal coherence is the higher the more similar the orientation preferences of neurons are (Frien and Eckhorn, 2000). Similar findings have been observed in monkey area MT (Kreiter and Singer, 1996). Actually, the odd one out is motion coherence, whose study has as yet yielded conflicting results as one group found gamma oscillation in area MT to correlate with motion coherence (Nase et al., 2003) whereas another one failed (Bair et al., 2001).

As pointed out in the Introduction section, the emergence of GBA has been interpreted as a possible correlate of increased binding between features leading to a coherent percept. However, in studies of coherent motion perception, it is clear that the emergence of GBA does not coincide with the threshold of the perception of global motion (Siegel et al., 2006). Rather, GBA increases monotonically with the amount of coherence in the stimulus and, actually, there is a stronger increase in GBA between 50% coherence and 100% compared to 12.5% and 25% even though the detection threshold is at about 14%. By the same token, also the parietooccipital GBA in the study at hand, occurring during the perception of an MAE, did not correlate with the strength of the MAE. Hence, at least parietooccipital GBA, while preferring conditions that may lead to specific global perceptions, can hardly be their mechanistic basis. Rather, parietooccipital GBA seems to reflect the extent of selective activation of a set of neurons, sharing the same trigger features.

Unlike the parietooccipital GBA, the second, posterior GBA focus did show a correlation with the percept and was increased in subjects exhibiting a higher MAE compared to those showing a lower one. That this GBA was indeed correlated with the MAE and was not related to coarse eye movements is important to note even though we cannot exclude involvement of microsaccades due to the low temporal resolution of our eyetracker (50 Hz). Unfortunately, it was not possible to conclusively locate the point of origin of this activity. Two sources seem conceivable, namely primary visual cortex and the cerebellum. Since dealing with strong visual stimuli the first explanation might seem more intuitive. However, several considerations militate against the interpretation that GBA in this posterior location, correlating with the strength of the perceived MAE, originates from early visual cortex. 1. TMS of human MT+ was reported to disrupt the perception of the MAE, while TMS of V1 did not (Théoret et al., 2002). 2. By the same token, the fMRI studies discussed in detail earlier failed to demonstrate MAE-associated BOLD activations in V1 (Culham et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2000; Hautzel et al., 2001). 3. The percept-related GBA was not observed contralateral to the hemifield stimulated but ipsilateral to it, obviously at odds with the crossed nature of the visual system.

An area we might expect to exhibit an ipsilateral activation because of its crossed connection with the cerebrum is the
cerebellum. That the detection of activity coming from the cerebellum is by no means impossible for MEG has been shown repeatedly since neuramagnetic activity could be located by means of ECD models (Tesche and Karhu, 2000) as well as by applying beamforming techniques (Timmermann et al., 2003; Gross et al., 2002). If the posterior GBA observed in our experiment indeed originated from the cerebellum, a concern, close at hand would of course be that it reflected the hand movement required by the paradigm rather than the MAE. However, this concern can be dispelled clearly as the topographically circumscribed posterior GBA was found ipsilateral to the moving hand movement in experiment 1 but contralateral to it in experiment 2. The idea of a cerebellar involvement in the MAE is actually less odd as it may appear at first sight as also a recent PET study by Hautzel et al. (2001) has implicated the cerebellum in this perceptual illusion. These authors reported changes in the metabolic signal following motion adaptation not only in MT+ but also within the cerebellar cortex. However, Hautzel and colleagues argue that it was not specifically the MAE which was represented in the cerebellar activity since in a further reference condition with identical attentional demand but no perception of an MAE an elevated cerebellar BOLD signal was found as well.

A role of the cerebellum in the processing of visual motion, possibly suggested by our experiment, would in principle be in accordance with the finding of quite specific deficits of visual motion perception in patients suffering from cerebellar disease (Ivry and Diener, 1991; Nawrot and Rizzo, 1995, 1998; Thier et al., 1999). This prompts the interesting question, if patients suffering from cerebellar disease might also manifest an altered MAE. Obviously, this would have to be expected if the visual motion perception deficit exhibited by patients and an MAE associated cerebellar GBA both reflected a common specific role of the cerebellum in visual motion processing.
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